A stylish retreat amidst the bustle of Rome
A stone’s throw from the Villa Borghese
gardens and historic landmarks including Via
Veneto and the Spanish Steps, Aldrovandi
Villa Borghese is located in an upscale
residential neighbourhood. In the heart of an
extraordinary city, the hotel is in every sense
an urban resort.
Housed in a 19th century villa and former
convent, the hotel offers palatial splendor at
every turn. Marble and parquetry provide a
truly grandiose setting as the hotel’s rich
history and tradition enhances the property’s
unmatched atmosphere.
A one-time religious institution for titled
ladies – previously known as the Istituto
Cabrini – this building has played host to

European aristocracy, international diplomats
and politicians, and its noble origins have been
respectfully preserved.
From a stylish range of rooms and suites, each
space is a celebration of traditional Italian
style, with stunning views of Villa Aldrovandi’s
exotic private gardens or the Villa Borghese park.
Mediterranean hospitality is featured alongside
the hotel’s highly personalized service, beginning the moment guests are warmly welcomed
at the grand entrance. By meeting the needs of
any discerning modern traveler, the hotel is a
true curator of precious memories. Bask in the
allure of this chic hideaway and revel in its
intoxicating charm.

Location
Aldrovandi Villa Borghese is superbly located within
Rome’s Pinciano district, an upscale residential area
in the heart of the city. The hotel is within walking
distance of extraordinary sites, including the Spanish
Steps and Pincio Terrace.
Rooms & Suites
A total of 103 rooms are gracefully furnished
to evoke the charm of traditional Italian décor,
combining elegance and style to exceptional
effect.
• 83 rooms
• 20 suites and Junior Suites,
including 1 Royal Suite
Restaurants & Bars
Aldrovandi Villa Borghese features a range of
exquisite dining options.
• Assaje - Mediterranean cuisine (one Michelin star
since 2016) led by Chef Lorenzo Di Gravio
• Grill – Light meals and snacks
• Garden Bar - A luxurious secret garden where
guests may relax
• American Bar - An elegant and sophisticated
bar in which to enjoy Aldrovandi’s signature
cocktails
• Sala Verde - A palatial room welcoming guests
to delicious and lavish buffet breakfast

Mytha SPA & ﬁtness Suite
Escape the din of the city streets and pamper
yourself in the calming atmosphere of Mytha Spa.
The spa features state-of-the-art facilities in luxurious
surroundings.
The Fitness Suite includes the ultimate Technogym
and Power Plate equipment.
Facilities
• Heated outdoor swimming pool
• Elegant private garden and exclusive pool club
• Complimentary shuttle service
• Complimentary bicycles
Meetings and events
Aldrovandi Villa Borghese offers six meeting rooms
in addition to indoor and outdoor banqueting
venues, perfect for special events and weddings.
Activities
• A secluded and exclusive location in the most
upscale area of Rome, just in the centre of the
city near the Borghese Gardens
• Dive into the history of Rome and visit the
iiiColosseum, Fori Imperiali and The Vatican
• Tailor-made excursions, from wine tastings to private
iiiiguided tours of the Eternal City’s palatial villas and
iiiimuseums, are available
• Cooking Class with Chef Lorenzo Di Gravio:
ttan initiation to Italian flavours
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Aldrovandi Villa Borghese
Via Ulisse Aldrovandi 15
00197 Roma, Italy
T +39 06 3223993
info@aldrovandi.com
reservations@aldrovandi.com
aldrovandi.com
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Directions
Roma Termini railway station is a 15-minute drive from
the hotel. Both Fiumicino and Ciampino airports are
approximately 40 minutes away by car.
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Highlights
• A secluded and exclusive location in the most
upscale area of Rome
• A garden and heated swimming pool along side
al fresco dining
• Different categories of connecting rooms and suites
• Gourmet Mediterranean cuisine at Assaje
restaurant, 1 Michelin star
• The Mytha Spa, offering indoor and outdoor
wellness treatments
• Complimentary bicycles on which to enjoy the capital

